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Abstract
The k-anonymity privacy requirement for publishing microdata 
requires that each equivalence class (i.e., a set of records that 
are indistinguishable from each other with respect to certain 
“identifying” attributes) contains at least k records. Recently, 
several authors have recognized that k-anonymity cannot prevent 
attribute disclosure. The notion of ‘diversity has been proposed to 
address this; l-diversity requires that each equivalence class has 
at least ‘well represented values for each sensitive attribute. In 
this paper, we follows that l-diversity has a number of limitations. 
In particular, it is neither necessary nor sufficient to prevent 
attribute disclosure. Motivated by these limitations, we worked 
on new notion of privacy called “closeness.”In this paper we 
are introducing performance based automatic data publishing to 
multiple users using User Profile Category(UPC) , this method 
enhances the present flexible privacy model called (n,t)-closeness. 
We discuss the rationale for using closeness as a privacy measure 
and illustrate its advantages through examples and experiments.
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I. Introduction
GOVERNMENT agencies and other organizations often need to 
publish microdata, e.g., medical data or census data, for research 
and other purposes. Typically, such data are stored in a table, and 
each record (row) corresponds to one individual. Each record has 
a number of attributes, which can be divided into the following 
three categories:

Attributes that clearly identify individuals. These are known 1. 
as explicit identifiers and include, e.g., Social Security 
Number.
Attributes whose values when taken together can potentially 2. 
identify an individual. These are known as quasi-identifiers, 
and may include, e.g., Zip code, Birth-date, and Gender.
Attributes that are considered sensitive, such as Disease and 3. 
Salary. When releasing Microdata, it is necessary to prevent 
the sensitive information of the individuals from being 
disclosed.

Two types of information disclosure have been identified in the 
literature [8, 15]: identity disclosure and attribute disclosure. 
Identity disclosure occurs when an individual is linked to a particular 
record in the released table. Attribute disclosure occurs when new 
information about some individuals is revealed, i.e., the released 
data make it possible to infer the characteristics of an individual 
more accurately than it would be possible before the data release. 
Identity disclosure often leads to attribute disclosure.
Once there is identity disclosure, an individual is reidentified 
and the corresponding sensitive values are revealed. Attribute 
disclosure can occur with or without identity disclosure. It has been 
recognized that even disclosure of false attribute information may 
cause harm [15]. An observer of a released table may incorrectly 
perceive that an individual’s sensitive attribute takes a particular 
value and behaves accordingly based on the perception. This can 
harm. the individual, even if the perception is incorrect. While 
the released table gives useful information to researchers, it 

presents disclosure risk to the individuals whose data are in the 
table. Therefore, our objective is to limit the disclosure risk to 
an acceptable level while maximizing the benefit. To effectively 
limit disclosure, we need to measure the disclosure risk of an 
anonymized table.
While k-anonymity protects against identity disclosure, it is 
insufficient to prevent attribute disclosure. To address this limitation 
of k-anonymity, Machanavajjhala et al. [23] recently introduced 
a new notion of privacy, called ‘- diversity, which requires that 
the distribution of a sensitive attribute in each equivalence class 
has at least ‘ “well represented” values.
In this paper, we focusing on  a novel privacy notion called 
“closeness.” [a].And we are introducing new method of data 
publishing .This process enhances the ability of the closeness.

II. Related Work
The problem of information disclosure has been studied extensively 
in the framework of statistical databases. A number of information 
disclosure limitation techniques have been designed for data 
publishing, including Sampling, Cell Suppression, Rounding, 
and Data Swapping and Perturbation.  These techniques, however, 
insert noise to the data Samarati [30] and Sweeney [32] introduced 
the k-anonymity model. Since then, there has been a large 
amount of research work on this topic. We classify them into 
two categories:

Privacy measurements• 
Anonymization techniques.• 

A. From k-Anonymity to l-Diversity
The protection k-anonymity provides is simple and easy to 
understand. If a table satisfies k-anonymity for some value 
k, then anyone who knows only the quasi-identifier values of 
one individual cannot identify the record corresponding to that 
individual with confidence grater than 1/k.
While k-anonymity protects against identity disclosure, it does 
not provide sufficient protection against attribute disclosure. 
This has been recognized by several authors, e.g., [23, 33, 40]. 
Two attacks were identified in [23]: the homogeneity attack and 
the background knowledge attack. example. To address these 
limitations of k-anonymity, Machanavajjhala et al.[23] introduced 
‘l-diversity as a stronger notion of privacy.

Table 1: Original Patients Table
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Table 2: A 3-Anonymous Version of Table 1

B. Limitations of l-Diversity
While the l-diversity principle represents an important step 
beyond k-anonymity in protecting against attribute disclosure, 
it has several shortcomings that we now discuss. l-diversity may 
be difficult to achieve and may not provide sufficient privacy 
protection. l-diversity is insufficient to prevent attribute disclosure. 
Below, we present two attacks on ‘l-diversity. Skewness attack[a], 
Similarity attack[a].

C. A New Privacy Measure: (n,t)-Closeness
Intuitively, privacy is measured by the information gain of an 
observer. Before seeing the released table, the observer has some 
prior belief about the sensitive attribute value of an individual. 
After seeing the released table, the observer has a posterior belief. 
Information gain can be represented as the difference between the 
posterior belief and the prior belief. The novelty of our approach is 
that we separate the information gain into two parts: that about the 
population in the released data and about specific individuals. 
t-Closeness: Base Model: To motivate our approach, let us 
perform the following thought experiment[a]. Anonymization 
Algorithms[a]. One challenge is designing algorithms for 
anonymizing the data to achieve (n, t)-closeness.

D. Distance Measures
The problem is to measure the distance between two
probabilistic distributions. There are a number of ways to
define the distance between them[a]

Desiderata for Designing the Distance Measure1. 
Distance Measure Based on Kernel Smoothing2. 
Earth Mover’s Distance3. 

III. Proposed Model
In the proposed method, we follow the (n,t)-Closeness, for the 
privacy preserving and extending the data publishing method 
while preserving privacy preserving.

A. Data Publishing
Database publishing is an area of automated media production 
in which specialized techniques are used to generate paginated 
documents from source data residing in traditional databases. 
Common examples are catalogues, direct marketing, report 
generation, price lists and telephone directories. The database 
content can be in the form of text and pictures but can also contain 
metadata related to formatting and special rules that may apply 
to the document generation process. Database publishing can 
be incorporated into larger workflows as a component, where 
documents are created, approved, revised and released.
In the proposed method we extending the new privacy measure 

for data publishing, the system automatically publish the 
data according to the system requirement and the user profile 
categories. The data are published dynamically are updated by 
running predefined macros.
User Profiles are used in conjunction with publications to 
personalize the content that users see when documents are 
published using single-pass report bursting, Using profiles; you 
can schedule a publication, once, and deliver many different 
personalized versions of the report to users.
Each publishing option has several features:

Specifying the data that users see, 1. 
Allowing users to update the data2. 

For example, you could use a profile to associate regional class 
information with users and groups, or you could combine the 
regional information with a profile that provides details about the 
user’s status within the company. To use a profile with Publishing, 
you need to decide what level of personalization you need and 
then create the profile and assign it to users and groups. When 
you schedule and distribute personalized documents through 
publications, the profile will control what information users see. 
Profiles do not control users’ access to data. Profiles are used to 
refine a document’s content, or filter it. When you use profiles to 
display a subset of the data to a user, it is not the same as restricting 
the user from seeing that data. If users have the appropriate rights, 
they can still see the complete data for the document by viewing 
the instance.

B. Creating Profiles
Personalizing data with profile targets1. 
Personalizing data for users and groups2. 

IV. Experiments
The main goal of the experiment is to publish the data dynamically 
to the servers and to the user profiles. The system incorporates 
the previous system work nature, The k-anonymity privacy 
requirement for publishing microdata by using (n,t)-CLOSENESS 
and using distance measures. In the experiments, we compare four 
privacy measures with the proposed We compare these privacy 
measures through an evaluation of 1) vulnerability to similarity 
attacks; 2) efficiency; and 3) data utility. For each privacy measure, 
we adapt the Mondrian multidimensional k-anonymity algorithm 
[17] for generating the anonymized table that satisfies the privacy 
measure. The data set used in the experiments is the ADULT 
data set from the UC Irvine machine learning repository [34], 
which is composed of data collected from the US census? We 
used seven attributes of the data set, as shown in fig. 3. Six of the 
seven attributes are treated as quasi-identifiers and the sensitive 
attribute is Occupation. Records with missing values are eliminated 
and there are 30,162 valid records in total. The algorithms are 
implemented in Java and the experiments are run on a 3.4-GHZ 
Pentium 4 machine with 2 GB memory.

Fig. 2: Description of the Adult Data Set Used in the Experi-
ment.
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V. Conclusions and Futrue Work
While k-anonymity protects against identity disclosure, it does not 
provide sufficient protection against attribute disclosure. The notion 
of ‘-diversity attempts to solve this problem. We have shown that 
‘-diversity has a number of limitations and especially presented 
two attacks on ‘- diversity. Motivated by these limitations, we 
have proposed a novel privacy notion called “closeness.” We 
propose two instantiations: a base model called t-closeness and a 
more flexible privacy model called (n,t)-closeness. To incorporate 
semantic distance, we choose to use the Earth Mover Distance 
measure. We also point out the limitations of EMD, present the 
desiderata for designing the distance measure, and propose a new 
distance measure that meets all the requirements. Finally, through 
experiments on real data, we show that similarity attacks are a 
real concern and the (n; t)-closeness model better protects the 
data while improving the utility of the released data. We worked 
on processing the data publishing.
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